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Easy CSV Output for EnterpriseOne Reports
By Paul Hanson
E1 Editor’s Note: No ERP system,

including our dearly beloved JDE,
has all the reports in exactly the
format we like. That’s why so many
of us turn to spreadsheet programs
such as Microsoft Excel to take standard report data and further slice
it and dice it to our liking. No, this
article isn’t about creating Excel
Pivot Tables! It’s about how you can
get cleaner Comma Separated Variable data out of your JDE reports.
Seems there is a bit of a problem
with report headers being treated
like data, and this tip shows you
how to clean that up.

Introduction
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CSV (Comma Separated Variable)
ﬁles are commonly used to import
data from the JD Edwards database
into Microsoft Excel. While EnterpriseOne® supports CSV output
by simply clicking the CSV output
option when submitting a batch version, it does not always provide useable CSV output. On some reports,
it tends to co-mingle the page headings with the CSV output, rendering
it difﬁcult to work with. This is especially true of pre EnterpriseOne 8.0
reports.

If your end users are
big Excel fans, but
don’t have that same
love for EnterpriseOne
CSV output, this
solution is for you.

Object Name

Description

Object Type

R5741016

Item Pricing and Points Report

UBE

T5741016

Item Pricing and Points Report PO Template

DSTR

M010001

Item Pricing and Points Report – PDF

UBEVER

M010002

Item Pricing and Points Report – CSV

UBEVER

Figure 1 – Object List
If your end users are big Excel
fans, but don’t have that same love
for EnterpriseOne CSV output, this
solution is for you.

table that is really irrelevant to the
topic. Any business view associated
with the F4102 would do for this
example.

Business Case

In order to make this solution able
to print in PDF or CSV formats, you
will need a processing option template that will allow the end user
to specify which format to present.
Figure 2 illustrates the processing
option template. I usually use the
EV01 data element for ﬂags like the
one shown in Figure 3. But, any onecharacter data item will work. It will
simply be used to switch between
CSV and PDF output.

The business case for this solution
is pretty simple. According to the
following examples, let’s assume you
have an end user who would like to
see a report that shows a list of items
from the item branch, along with
their corresponding prices and other
business-speciﬁc information about
the items. In addition, the end user
has requested that the output be presented in CSV format so that it can
be manipulated in Excel.
Lastly, the user does not
want the usual page headings that are mixed into
the data when CSV output is chosen during the
submission of the batch
version.

The Solution

First, let’s take a look
at the objects required
for this solution. Figure 1
shows the objects that will
be covered in the solution.
A custom business view
was also created. It has
purposely been left out
of this article because the
example I have joins the
F4102 table to a custom Figure 2 – Processing Option Template
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Figure 3 – Processing Option Data Element

Now, let’s move onto the UBE
itself. After launching RDA, complete the normal tasks for creating a
new report. First, choose the type of
report, which in this case is a columnar report as shown in Figure 4.
Next, choose a business view, which
in this case should be a view related
to the F4102. See Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 4 – Report Type
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Figure 5 – Selecting a Business View, Step 1

Figure 6 – Selecting a Business View, Step 2
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